
Owning the At-Purchase Moment in the Blink of an Eye

Blink Factor
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What are you selling?

Wines

A brand

The varietal or vineyard 



$.01 $1.50 $3



Selling an experience

Discovery

Sense of belonging

Sociability and relaxation



Experience defined by…

• A unique and compelling story

• Celebrates a place and sense of belonging

• Meeting an emotional and cognitive need
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Well-told story

It’s a name your friends know - one that stands for our commitment to crafting the perfect wine for 

any occasion, and our attention to detail shows. We are Canada’s most awarded winery and have 

been named “Best Canadian Winery” an unprecedented number of times in international and 

domestic competitions.

As Canada’s Original Estate Winery, we are a respected winery pioneer committed to producing 

premium wines from premium grapes grown in Canada for over 35 years. With Wineries in both 

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario and the Okanagan Valley, British Columbia, we offer a full collection 

of world renowned, award winning VQA table wines and iconic ice wines made by progressive 

artisanal winemakers.
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Celebrates a place
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Sense of Place: Regional culinary experience 

Class, style and elegance is how the Discover California Wines campaign explains the 

pairing of the region’s food with its wines.  The brochure touts not only the diversity in the 

regions wine selection, but its cuisine as well. 
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Celebrates a need



Brand Loyalty Drivers

• Social recognition

• Delivering an emotional need

• Easing the selection process

• Reassurance of performance



Starts and ends at the store



Path-to-purchase
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Complexity of Choice

• 5,000 or more offerings

• 10 to 15 minutes to shop

• 77% prefer to browse the aisle to select wine

• 90% of purchases are done in the store 



Blink Factor

• 40% of communication is visual

• 80% of visual communication is colour and shape

• Leading brands own a colour and shape
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Brand identity

Brand personality   

Varietal 

Point-of-origin

Proof-points

Perception:

• Quality Cues

• Taste



Shop-ability is key

• Need to understand:

• Adjacent brands

• Visibility

• Category shopping behaviour



Clearly defined position

• Communicates emotional benefits

• Supported by rational benefits

• It turns desires into action
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Rewarding Everyday Moments

Food, Folks, and Fun

A Sense of Belonging 

Neighbourhood Oasis
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Brand Direction

Brand direction defines the point of difference and how you will be perceived by the 

target audience.

Brand 

Essence 

Brand AttributesBrand 

Personality

Brand Position
Brand Vision

Brand Mission

Brand Value

Brand Pillars
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Experience connections
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Make it virtual
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Purchase Decision
Home Consumption
• Taste
• Quality
• Wine Region
• Grape
• Colour
• Recommendation

Gift Giving
• Quality
• Taste
• Wine Region
• Label
• Price
• Form of Bottle
• Price



Segmented Consumers





Millennials

• Born between 1977 - 1998

• Wine accounts for 20% of alcohol purchases

• Heavily influenced by websites

• Desire to explore and socially motivated



Storytelling: Social Media

The value of Facebook fans on wine selection
• $71 more on products of which they were fans
• Were 41% more likely to recommend the admired brand 

to their friends 
• 28% more likely to continue using their chosen brand

Synapse (2010) with 4,000 panellists in North America
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Restaurants Canada
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Plats du Chef

cuisineadventuresfoods.com 

Shikatani Lacroix designed and developed a new CMS-driven, fully responsive 

online site for Plats du Chef, a recognized leader in quality frozen foods.
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Plats du Chef
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Sense of Belonging

• Reflecting the customer’s self-image

• Ability to contribute and share

• Rewarding and recognizing customers
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Impulse Buying & The Digital World

Category potential for “buying and “possessing” strategies

A study by Euromonitor International detailed how retail is adapting and the potential for success per category.
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Shifting Consumer Habits

Online, In-Store, On The Go

Impulse buying is maximized when targeting 

consumers with a consistent integrated approach.

Connecting these experiences makes browsing, 

payment, fulfilment and loyalty effortless and 

consistent.
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Emotional 

Role
Functional Role

Strategic Imperatives (Digital Experience)

Offers a Seamless 

& Intuitive

Experience

• Community 

engagement and 

connection

• Two-way dialogue 

and ownership

• Social media and 

loyalty programs

Provides 

Information

Supports the 

Value 

Proposition & 

Inspires 

Usage

Enables 

Engagement, 

Connection, & 

Loyalty

• Inspires usage and 

occasions 

• Links the brand story to 

lifestyle needs

• Reinforces the 

relevancy of the brand 

values and personality

• Offers helpful tools 

• Easy navigation

• Convenient 

ordering & delivery

• Secure payment

• Intuitive process

• Product information

• Store locations & 

hours

• Basic brand 

information
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DFC 360 campaign: Live and social

The Canadian Cheese Board Contest invited cheese lovers to 

post photos on Pinterest of their favourite cheese displays for a 

chance to win $100 in Canadian Cheese. 

Traveling the country to events such as B.C. at the Eat! and the 

Canadian National Exhibition, the Canadian Cheese Counter is 

a live display where consumers can taste and learn all about 

Canadian cheese. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxRWwxCNI3s
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Quality: From ingredients & workers

Communications focused on “getting consumers to feel good about choosing dairy products 

made from 100% Canadian Milk by showing them that it is produced according to the highest 

quality standards by farmers who care about their work.”
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Egg farmers of Canada: pride in home grown

The Egg Farmers of 

Canada have 

recently created an 

emotive campaign 

featuring egg 

farmers from across 

the country telling 

their personal 

stories, creating a 

sense of pride in 

our country and in 

the industry as a 

whole. 
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EFC: Handheld product use and education

“Transform your phone into a multi-functional egg timer with Egg Farmers of 

Canada’s official app. Easy to use and fully customizable, it’s more than just an egg 

timer, it’s packed with recipes and useful features as well!”



Blink Factor Enablers



1. Have a clearly defined direction and DNA

2. Ensure a coherent approach and story

3. Focus on the at-purchase moment

4. Provide reasons for repurchase

5. Expand your social media platform

6. Build brand ambassadors



Thank You!

jplacroix@sld.com

mailto:jplacroix@sld.com

